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3

INNER FIRTH OF CLYDE

For the purposes of this study, the inner Firth of Clyde extends on the south side of the Firth
from Cloch Point to where the White Cart meets the Clyde in Clydebank, and then along the
northern shore to the outskirts of Helensburgh, from Rosneath Point to Kilcreggan and west
to include Holy Loch and Dunoon.
The firth is relatively wide to the west, although it narrows considerably from Cardross and
Port Glasgow eastwards, becoming the River Clyde more obviously east of the Erskine
Bridge. It is enclosed to the north by relatively gently graded hill slopes, including the
lowlying Rosneath peninsula. To the south, the hill slopes rise far more steeply, and
development rises up the hillsides in tiers.
Long stretches of this coast are very developed, with major settlements including Gourock,
Greenock, Port Glasgow and Dumbarton all lying within this coastal character area. As a
result there is a great deal of inter-visibility across the firth and between settlements on
opposite shores.
This is an active commercial shipping centre, with container ports, shipping businesses and
boatyards as well as recreational facilities located on the coast. In addition, there are
frequent ferries between Helensburgh, Greenock, Gourock, Dunoon and Kilcreggan.
‘This region of the Upper Firth of Clyde is well protected and generally free from extreme
weather conditions and is easily navigated and free from unmarked dangers…however it is
busy with commercial and naval traffic.’1.
For the purposes of this study, the Inner Firth of Clyde, shown on Map 1, has been further
subdivided into seventeen coastal character areas, each of which have been mapped
separately:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dunoon
Holy Loch
Kilcreggan to Rosneath Point
Helensburgh to Cardross
Cardross to Dumbarton
Dumbarton
Dumbarton to Bowling
Old Kilpatrick
Old Kilpatrick to Titan Crane
White Cart Water to Erskine Harbour
Erskine Harbour to Longhaugh Point
Langbank
Langbank to Port Glasgow
Port Glasgow to Greenock
Greenock West
Gourock
Gourock to Cloch Point

1

Clyde Cruising Club, CCC Sailing Directions and Anchorages ‘Firth of Clyde including Solway Firth and North
Channel’, ed. Edward Mason, 2011, Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilson Ltd
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3.1
Overview of conclusions
The Inner Firth of Clyde is dominated by the complexity and variation in the width of the
channel, which seems broad where it merges with sea lochs and the Upper Firth, but then
narrows rapidly to form the River Clyde to the east.
The Inner Firth is sheltered and free from unmarked dangers, and there is constant activity
on the water, with commercial shipping, ferries and recreational yachting all active on this
busy stretch of the Firth. MOD development in nearby lochs results in additional maritime
activity.
There are a number of sailing clubs with facilities and moorings in this area. Recent
development in Glasgow, combined with a reduction in commercial activity, allows yachts to
continue upstream to berth in the city centre. The HMS Waverley cruises on this stretch of
the Clyde in summer, calling in at Helensburgh, Kilcreggan and Dunoon.
There is a high degree of inter-visibility between the two shores, especially at the narrower
pinch-points, such as between Gourock and Kilcreggan, and where views are elevated from
towns that tier up the hillsides. But there are also long views, from Kilcreggan through the
Upper Firth to north Arran, from Dunoon along the length of the Firth and from Gourock and
Greenock northwards along the Argyll sea lochs to the Arrochar hills.
The coastline is similarly varied. There are long stretches of sea defences, often associated
with settlement and which extend along the River Clyde. However, there are also areas of
extensive semi-natural soft shoreline, including the tidal reaches at Cardross and Holy Loch,
expansive sandbanks revealed at low tide between Port Glasgow and Dumbarton, and rocky
shorelines, for example at Rosneath Point.
Access is generally very good, with promenades and both informal and more formal coastal
paths, including way-marked paths such as the Inverclyde Coastal Path and the Clyde
Walkway. Access is restricted where harbours and industrial sites are protected by security
fences – but many former industrial areas are undergoing redevelopment which often
includes new promenades which will improve access over time.
Despite the industrial and developed context, there are surprisingly ‘green’ spaces along this
stretch of the Clyde, even close to industrial areas, such as The Saltings nature reserve and
Boden Boo Park, both of which lie below the Erskine Bridge but are surprisingly seminatural. The Clyde Walkway, Newshot Island, the designed landscape and fields at Mar Hall
Hotel, Ardmore and Rosneath Peninsulas all provide longer stretches of more secluded
coast.
The topography of the hinterland is generally gently graded and accessible to the north, with
long, south facing farmed slopes backing onto the coastal settlements or reaching down to
the shore. The pattern of woodland and fields is often easy to read from the opposite shore.
These gentle gradients form only a subtle containment to the immediate Firth to the north, in
contrast to the steeper slopes to the south, where Gourock and Greenock extend in tiers up
the hillsides along the northern rim of the Clyde Muirshiel hills.
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The area is well settled, with the stretches of undeveloped coast being identified as
secluded, rather than remote, because of the generally busy maritime setting and the
constant proximity of roads and railways as well as buildings. The large settlements of
Gourock, Greenock and Port Glasgow largely merge along the south coast, while
Dumbarton spreads latterly to merge with Bowling and Old Kilpatrick on the north. Smaller
settlements, such as Cardross, Kilcreggan and Dunoon, would be more remote but are
nevertheless supported by the excellent ferry and rail transport network which characterises
this area.
A key characteristic of this area is the infrastructure required to support the industry and
commercial shipping interests. The Firth of Clyde has a history of heavy industry based in
part on the opportunities to ship in raw materials and export manufactured goods by sea.
This has been a catalyst for related industries, and while there has been a marked decline
over the past thirty years, there is still a ship building yard at Fergusons in Clydeport, and
the gantry cranes, stanchioned harbour structures, huge yards of storage containers and
large bond and warehouses are still striking reminders that this is very much an area that
still, at least in part, depends on commercial shipping activity.
There are a number of landmark features of strategic significance. The ‘Points’ – Strone
Point, Cloch Point and Rosneath Point – which mark out key junctions between the major
seaways, the built structures, such as Cloch Point light house, Erskine Bridge and the
cranes, such as the Titan crane at Clydebank, and natural features, such as Dumbarton
Rock, Ardmore peninsula and even the shimmering sandbanks revealed along the most
inner reaches of the Firth, act as visual reference points with influence far beyond their own
coastal character area.
Key issues that should be considered when assessing the landscape and visual implications
of proposed development on or in the Inner Firth of Clyde include:
• Consider impacts on the experience from the sea, which is experienced by many
from ferries and yachts. Views from the shipping channels focus on the immediate
coast and lower skylines in the narrower reaches, while the higher hills and longer
sea views become more dominant in the expanse of Firth at the western end
• Take into account the shelter in the Firth, which often, on still days, creates
reflections on the water, and the views to the Arrochar Hills to the north and the
Clyde Muirshiel Hills to the south, which provide a backdrop to the Firth, but are
widely visible because of the way the settlements extend up the hillsides and streets
frame views down to the coast.
• Wherever possible, focus development in those areas where development is already
more prevalent, to reinforce the contrast with the more secluded areas of character,
whilst maintaining key views.
• Wherever possible, seek to reduce the impacts of lighting, especially in relation to
extending lit areas along the northern coast, where there is a surprising amount of
secluded coastline in an area which is generally well lit and developed.
• Take care to build structures which are in scale with existing characteristic buildings
styles and located and orientated to reflect existing built patterns. It was noted that
some of the larger key settlements – such as Gourock, Dunoon and Western
Greenock – are characterised by a strongly domestic scale of building, while some
other areas are strongly identified with larger, chunkier, more industrial scale design.
This clarifies identity and can be used to inform design briefs.
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•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Maintain the setting of key landmark features, such as Dumbarton Rock and Cloch
Point, as well as the timber ponds at Parklea, the Long Dyke and the expanse of the
revealed sands at low tide, all of which contribute to the experience of the sea.
Encourage new development to take advantage of views to the water, especially on
redeveloped industrial sites.
Build on the accessibility of this stretch of coast, by extending coastal paths wherever
possible, and improving access in main towns where many excellent new
promenades and walkways form the basis of a new coastal access infrastructure
Resist development on key skylines, including the prominent headlands, Points and
backdrop hills. There is a tremendous inter-visibility across this area, and most
skylines are significant from more than one direction.
Except for possible landmark buildings, resist tall structures along the coast, where
their height is likely to diminish the vertical scale of the low profiled landforms and
promontories as well as being widely visible from opposite coastlines
Respect the setting of key buildings, which require a bit of ‘space’ to allow them to
maintain their status as focal points along the coast.
Maintain and where possible enhance the hard landscape detailing along the coast in
the settlements to consolidate a high quality experience of the coast in the settled
areas. There are a number of areas where railings, in particular, could be repaired
and repainted, and this would raise the quality of the local built environment
Encourage the consistent design of seats, benches, and picnic tables where they are
present together on one stretch of coast, to avoid introducing unnecessary visual
clutter
Consider commissioning master plans for areas where there is a diverse range of
activities (as well as structures), and where a design brief might coordinate materials,
structures and structure planting to the benefit of the whole.
Encourage active removal of visual clutter, possibly through the promotion of audits
of street furniture, signs and fencing designs (including security fencing), to identify
what can be removed and how the design of remaining structures can be improved
and where appropriate, unified.
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3.2
Dunoon
Dunoon extends north and south of a distinct promontory, backed by wooded hills. The
raised rocky outcrop topped by the remains of Dunoon Castle, along with Cloch Point on the
opposite shore, marks the narrowing of the Firth and the gateway between the Upper and
Inner Firth. The town was not fully established until the early 19th century2, when it became a
fashionable resort, with villas and hotels built to support the influx of summer visitors from
Glasgow, at first by steamer and then later by rail and ferry via Gourock.
Dunoon now stretches along the coast to the north and south, behind the castle and Dunoon
pier, along the ‘West’ and ‘East’ bays. To the north it extends to Hunter’s Quay, and then on
until it largely merges with Ardnadam and Sandbank to the north.
Dunoon waterfront at present appears a little down-at-heel, and the coastal hard
landscaping, for example, could be better maintained. It is noted that the Argyll and Bute
CHORD3 study aims to do just this.

2
3

Walker, Frank A, “Argyll and Bute’, 2005. The Buildings of Scotland series, Yale and London
http://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/chord/chord-background-reports-dunoon
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3.2.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Dunoon

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

Dunoon extends east and west from the rocky bluff topped by the Castle Gardens.
The town is backed by wooded hill slopes and fronted by long bays. It overlooks
the intersection of the Inner Clyde and the Upper Firth, so that the seascape
radiates out in all directions at this point. As a result the sense of expanse
enlarged by the long reach east to Glasgow, north to Loch Long and south
towards the outer Firth.
This is a busy stretch of sea, with frequent container ships entering the inner Firth,
as well as MOD and fishing vessels and sailing boats heading out to the Outer
Firth or in to the shelter of Holy Loch or one of the marinas off the Inner Clyde.
Dunoon is a stopping point for the PS Waverley. The frequent ferries ply between
Gourock/McInroy’s Point and Dunoon.
The coast is two long sweeps of bay divided by the rocky promontory that forms
the town centre. The main pier, associated car parks and esplanade is centred on
this geological feature. It is linked to Hunters Quay at the northern end of the town
by the busy Alexandria Parade, where a wide pavement and railings creates a
unified frontage along the sea wall, while the far less busy ‘West Bay’ swings
south in a tight curve overlooked by a promenade and railings which backs onto
residential road, gardens and a modest park.
The frontage of Dunoon is therefore largely hard surfaces and urban in character,
with railings providing unity.
The shoreline is relatively narrow, with a wider tidal reach at the cusps of the bays,
with a stoney/shingle beach backing onto a sea wall.
Dunoon extends inland on low rising hill slopes, backed by even higher, largely
forested hills. There is a shallow glen, containing the A885, which is the focus of
more recent development. The wooded slopes are highly visible from the sea.
Dunoon is in part a loose grid pattern layout, so that streets perpendicular to the
coast offer glimpse views of the sea. Overall the town is relatively compact,
centred around a tight town centre, which is an ad hoc range of architectural
styles. Away from the commercial focus and busy pier head, a mixture of terraced
small houses, large villas with gardens, hotels and newer bungalows front the sea
along the bays.
Because there is a commercial port in more sheltered Holy Loch, the ferry piers
are relatively modest but include ornate kiosks.
Broadleaved trees in the gardens create a wooded character.
Dunoon Pier is a key focus, backed by the low green hill on which is perched the
statue of ‘Highland Mary’ as well as the elevated Castle House. The refurbished
half timbered and ornately roofed pier buildings are further features. Several
church spires punctuate the skyline, the most prominent of which is the High Kirk.
This coast is characterised is urbanised in character. There is no experience of
isolated coast.

While not an aesthetic quality, the coast is unified by its largely urban character,
the consistent presence of the esplanade/promenade with railings and the
relatively modest domestic scale of infrastructure.
Views from the pier, the esplanade and most significantly the promenade are
particularly important, and there are also views to the town from the sea, including
from recreation yacht users and from the ferries.
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3.2.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Dunoon
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The high visibility, from land and sea increases sensitivity to off shore structures
in this location, which is also a ‘pivot’ point between the Inner Firth and the
Lower Firth, despite the frequent maritime traffic and the relative simplicity of the
coast. Tall structures would also ‘crowd’ this narrow space.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There is a very consistent scale to development along the coast of Dunoon – it is
largely domestic with occasional more modern, taller flats. The quality, scale,
proportions and coherence of built structures are very important in creating and
maintaining a high quality and unified identity for the town, as its coast is largely
defined by its built structures and infrastructure.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

As with buildings, both the design and the build quality of infrastructure needs to
be high as the built element to the coast is so important. At present the railings,
for example, are in need of repair, and this lets down the experience of the
coast. Maintaining design coherence will also increase unity.

Some sensitivity
Land management

3.2.3

The woodland, which will be felled and restocked, forms a backdrop to the town
and is widely visible cross the Firth.

Dunoon: Opportunities and guidance
• Tall buildings and infrastructure should be resisted close to the coast.
• There is very limited opportunity for more shoreline infrastructure, and any
large commercial shoreline development should be focussed on the more
commercial port at Holy Loch, so that the domestic scale of Dunoon is
retained.
• A key opportunity is to consider a comprehensive review of the railings,
pavement structure, lighting and signage along the coastal edge, which should
identify where structures could be removed, repaired and restored. The aim
should be to create a consistent and unifying design style where possible. This
would considerably improve the quality of the built coastal edge.
• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should take into
account its role as a setting for the settlement and the wider Firth
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3.2.4

Dunoon: Photographs

The wooded setting of Dunoon, with mature broadleaved
trees extending into the gardens

The esplanade, with generous provision for walking all
along the top of the sea wall at Dunoon

The mound of the castle gardens, topped by a flagpole,
marks a pivot point along the coast

South of the mound, the tarmac path, park and railings
are in good condition

From the top of castle mound, there are views to the pier
overlooked by the statue of Highland Mary

The refurbished pier buildings
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3.3
Holy Loch
This small loch is well contained and at about 1km in width is relatively small in scale. It’s
narrow mouth opens onto the much wider expanse of the Head of the Firth of Clyde.
Holy Loch also offers a marine gateway to the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park
which extends along the north eastern shore of the loch and includes Kilmun.
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3.3.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Holy Loch

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

This small loch is relatively detached from the Head of the Firth of the Clyde in its
upper reaches, but it has an extensive tidal reach at its head, and merges with the
expanse of the Firth of Clyde at its mouth. There is frequent recreational and also
commercial maritime activity.
There are two piers on the north coast, the busy commercial port at Sandbank and
the ferry terminal at hunter’s Quay. There is recreational activity as the loch
includes a marina at Sandbank and associated temporary moorings.
Most of the coastline encircling the Loch includes a seawall which sits above a
narrow fringe of shingle coast. The coast is therefore relatively regular and well
developed, with only occasional small promontories or ‘Points’. However, at the
head of the loch there is a more extensive tidal reach and mudflats creating a soft
shoreline which is much more natural in character.
Steep containing slopes behind Kilmun and Sandbank are clothed in commercial
forest which I more diverse immediately adjacent to the settlements, and
supplemented by varied policy species and garden specimens
Policy woodland is associated with Kilmun arboretum, with 162 species planted in
groves originally as forestry trials, and the designed landscape of Hafton House.
The head of the loch extends into coastal flats and level pastures.
Ardnadam sits on the edge of low-lying hummocky landform deposited at the
south side of the loch.
Settlement is very linear, strung along the whole length of the coast except for the
mudflats and soft shore at the head of the loch. Much of the settlement, especially
th
at Kilmun, reflects the 19 century villa-style architecture set in a streetscape
ornamented with designed features which enhance the setting of the buildings.
The settlements at both sides of the loch appear very wooded, with woodland
forming part of their setting reinforced by trees within the gardens and settlement
fabric.
Key features include the piers, and the policy woodland associated with Kilmun
and the setting of Hafton House. Kilmun church and mausoleum are further built
featrues, and the striking Dunselma Castle, located above Strone Point, stands out
as a landmark feature from the sea.
This coast is populated, developed and there is frequent maritime activity. The
head of the loch is strongly influenced by natural processes associated with the
mudflats and the long tidal reach.
The setting of varied woodland immediately behind the settlement, and the more
extensive policy woodland setting at Ardnadam contribute to the quality of the
settlements.
The contrast between the built up shoreline and the more semi-natural processes
associated with the head of the loch contribute to landscape diversity.
From the sea, the main visual focus is along the length of the loch. Views from the
shore are largely open, with easy access to the coast except at the head of the
loch. There are a number of key viewpoints, including the piers, the Park at Gibb’s
Point, and the sense of arrival into Sandbank from the north along the A815.
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3.3.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Holy Loch
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The regular shape of the coastline provides opportunities for simple linear
structures to be accommodated to reflect coastline shape. Existing maritime
activity means that it is relatively easy to absorb additional activity. Nevertheless,
the high visibility of the coast and sea from the settlements limits opportunities
for off shore developments, as does the narrowness of the loch.
A further constraint is the semi-natural qualities of the mudflats and tidal reach at
the head of the loch, which provide a contrast to the developed coastline.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

The integrity of the domestic scale of the buildings and the tiered linearity of the
settlement pattern tucked against the lower hill slopes as well as the wooded
setting forms a character which should be respected by additional development.
The range of existing development sizes and types – including large commercial
buildings and warehouses – offers a diverse context for future development.

Limited sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Opportunities to widen or adjust the existing roads are likely to be limited by
practical restrictions.
There are opportunities to develop the piers at Strone and Kilmun, and also to
enlarge the marina facilities at Sandbank if development can be located where it
limits impacts on the setting of the mudflats at the head of the loch.

High sensitivity
Land management

3.3.3

The woodland, which will be felled and restocked, forms both a backdrop to the
town and provides immediate setting for the village and shelter for individual
houses. The woodland is very diverse along the lower slopes with a large
number of policy trees and some designed landscape features which may
require additional consideration in terms of their contribution to setting.

Holy Loch: Opportunities and guidance
• There are likely to be some, but limited, opportunities for infill development,
and there are opportunities to refurbish existing housing and commercial
buildings
• There are extensive opportunities for redevelopment and expansion of marina
and shore facilities at Sandbank, which may provide the opportunity to restore
and improve the built environment of this part of the coast, which is also
important because it is the gateway into Dunoon from the north
• There is additional opportunity for settlement expansion away from the coast
along the A885
• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should take into
account its role as a setting for the settlements, as should any future plans for
the policy woodland
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3.3.4

Holy Loch: Photographs

The busy maritime activity at the head of Holy Loch,
where there are both mooring and a marina

Kilmun Church on the shoreline stand out against a
backdrop of conifers, including the tall trees and varied
colours of trees within Kilmun Arboretum

Dunselma castle, perched towards the end of Strone
Point, is a land mark building. The setting is compromised
by the housing, high up the hillside to the left of the photo.

The old pier at Kilmun.
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3.4
Kilcreggan to Rosneath Point
This south facing coastline overlooks, and is highly visible from, Greenock and the inner
Firth of Clyde as it reaches south to link with the upper Firth Clyde – there are long distant
views to the north of Arran. The coast is irregular, with a series of bays tentatively sheltered
by small points, and is exposed.
Kilcreggan developed into a larger settlement on the back of visits from the Clyde steamers
in the 19th century. As a result, wealthy Glasgow merchants and ship builders had summer
residences in this village, and the resulting fine villas are characteristic of the town today.
There is a ferry between Kilcreggan and Gourock, which allows the residents of the village to
commute to Glasgow by public transport.
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3.4.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Kilcreggan to Rosneath Point

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

This part of the coast directly overlooks the expansive Firth of Clyde. The expanse
of the firth, exaggerated by merging with the mouth of Loch Long and views to the
upper Firth of Clyde, increases the sense of a maritime location.
The stretch of coastline backs onto the lowlying Rosneath peninsula, the low
profile of which limits enclosure of the Firth.
There is very frequent recreational boating activity as well as MOD activity and
commercial activity – the deepwater channel is on the north side of the firth at this
point. There are anchorages at Kilcreggan and Meikleross Bay. A passenger ferry
travels between Kilcreggan and Gourock.
The coastline is irregular, with gently indented bays sheltered by distinct
promontories, although the village of Kilcreggan is located on an outward facing
headland, facing south and south west. The coast in the village is characterised by
a hard coastal edge, a pavement extending along the frontage.
With the exception of a small development at Portkil, there is no development east
of Kilcreggan.
The tidal reach is limited on the promontories but more extensive in the bays,
revealing shingle beaches dotted with boulders at low tide. There are much more
pronounced rocky slabs at Rosneath Point.
The slopes leading down to the shore and behind Kilcreggan are generally gently
graded, dominated by open farmland, some of which is under regenerating
woodland between the village and Portkil. Broadleaved and mixed conifer
woodland are a particular feature of Rosneath Point.
Kilcreggan is characterised by villas overlooking the Firth, set back from the road
on the landward side of the B833. The town has a relatively formal relationship
with the coast, with a sea wall providing the base for pavements overlooking the
firth. This contrasts with the more informal coastline of semi-natural vegetation and
woodland associated with Cove to the north.
Portkil is a cluster of houses and smallscale industry associated with Portkil Bay.
The individual promontories of Castle Point, Ross Ness and Rosneath Point are all
landmark features, especially when moving along the coast. The wooded
promontories are features as they contrast with the more developed coastline.
East of Portkil, towards Rosneath Point, the sense of seclusion is reinforced by the
distance from settlement and semi-natural setting, although the consistent,
relatively frequent maritime activity and overlook of the south side of the firth limits
sense of isolation.
The integrity of the character of Kilcreggan is an attractive feature.
The semi-natural coastline east of Portkil is relatively unusual in the context of the
whole of the Firth, and Rosneath point contributes as a feature to the wider setting
of the Firth of Clyde.
The wooded headland of Rosneath Point is a particular landmark feature that
stands out in wider views around the Firth. There is also a footpath along the coast
towards Rosneath Point.
Views from Kilcreggan and from the sea on this busy stretch of coast are
important.
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3.4.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Kilcreggan to Rosneath Point
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The irregular coastline as well as some degree of overlook raises sensitivity to
offshore structures. In addition, although Rosneath Point is not isolated coast, it
is, in terms of the Firth of Clyde, a relatively secluded location. Nevertheless,
existing maritime activity means that it is relatively easy to absorb additional boat
movements.

High sensitivity
Settlement

Settlement should avoid extending along the coast especially east of Portkil,
towards the more semi-natural bays of Portkil and Meikleross, both of which
provide a contrast to more heavily built up stretches of coast elsewhere on the
inner Firth. Scope for coastal development is likely to be limited.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Infrastructure, such as marinas or piers should avoid encroaching into the seminatural bays of Portkil and Meikleross, as the whole coastline would be come
more cluttered if infrastructure and development were further extended onto this
relatively undeveloped coast. Sensitivity is reduced at Kilcreggan and Portkil,
where there is already landward-based settlement.

Some sensitivity
Land management

3.4.3

The woodland is a very important component of this coastline, both in terms of
local backdrop and in the wider setting of the Firth, as much of the coastline is
developed. Elsewhere, the type of land use is likely to be less significant, and
there is already sign of grassland reverting to woodland where grazing pressure
is reduced.

Kilcreggan to Rosneath Point: Opportunities and guidance
• The hard surface, seawalls and formal relationship between the town and the
coast reinforce the identity of Kilcreggan, which is very different to that of Cove
to the north. Any further development should consider establishing a similarly
formal coastal frontage
• It is important to maintain and enhance where necessary the quality of the
built structures and infrastructure – including paving, railings, street furniture –
to consolidate the impression of a high quality built environment which is a key
aspect of the distinct relationship between Kilcreggan and the coast
• Additional planting around Portkil would unify the slightly fragmented character
of this small settlement
• Development and settlement should be resisted east of Portkil to maintain the
semi-natural character of this area.
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3.4.4

Kilcreggan to Rosneath Point: Photographs

KIlcreggan pier – just to the right of the picture – and the
well maintained greenspace overlooking the Firth

Views south west to Arran from Kilcreggan

Defensive seawalls support the road, with the gardens of
villas to the right

East of Portkil, there are signs of the sea eroding the
softer sea protections which back onto this shingle beach

Looking west from Rosneath Point back to Portkil – there
is footpath access right along this coast

Rosneath Point from Portkil – this wooded peninsula is a
visual landmark across the Firth
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3.5
Helensburgh to Cardross
This indented and diverse stretch of coast is very different to anywhere else on the inner
Firth of Clyde. It combines both sweeping stretches of coast with much more enclosed bays
and the pronounced peninsula of Ardmore Point. The whole coast is rural in character, with
more secluded areas that are semi-natural. Coastal settlement sparse. There are footpaths
along the coast for much of its extent.
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3.5.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Helensburgh to Cardross

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

This stretch of coast is orientated south west overlooking the firth and the
settlement of Greenock. The expanse of the firth reinforces the maritime setting.
The dynamism of the sea is emphasised by the extent of the tidal reach towards
Cardross and the sandbanks visible at low tide across the firth. There is a sense of
exposure, especially experienced on Ardmore Point.
Recreational boating and commercial shipping traffic uses the deepwater channel
to the south of the Firth near Port Glasgow.

Topography and land use
of hinterland

The coastline is irregular, with promontories and bays culminating in the most
pronounced peninsula of Ardmore Point.
The immediate coast is shingle and boulders with some slabby rock outcrops, but
low tide reveals a more extensive bouldery shore near Cardross at low tide. Fields
extend down to the coast, and woodland is sparse except on Ardmore peninsula
where there are field trees and some woodland extending close to the shore.
Settlement is sparse, and as the only road is the link to Ardmore Point, most of the
coast is only accessible on foot.
The hinterland is of very gently graded slopes which are farmed with occasional
shelterbelt, creating a very open setting for the coast. There is some parkland and
policy woodland associated with Ardmore House.

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

There is only a single, part built house (Seabank cottage), on this stretch of coast,
although the Firth is overlooked by farms and individual houses set higher up the
slopes. The railway runs close to the coast in places and can limit direct access to
the coast.

Character and experience
of the coastline

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

Ardmore Point, and Ardmore House, a B listed building, is a major landmark
feature along this coast.

This coast is secluded and semi-natural, especially around Ardmore Point, and in
places relatively inaccessible. The length of this stretch of coast, its relative
inaccessibility and the lack of development makes it the most remote stretch of
coast on the inner Firth of Clyde, although as it is backed by farmed land, close to
the railway and set within the context of a relatively built up area, sense of
isolation is limited.
There is a distinct contrast between this rural and semi-natural coastline and the
built up coastline which extends around much of the firth. The diversity of the
coastline, in terms of its intricate shape and different scales, is attractive.
This stretch of coast is overlooked by the elevated A814 which offers panoramic
views of the bays and the peninsula. It is also overlooked by the railway.
Ardmore Point is highly visible from around the Firth – a key landscape feature.
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3.5.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Helensburgh to Cardross
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The irregular coastline, relative seclusion and attractiveness of the coast as well
as the elevated viewpoints from the A814 combine to increase sensitivity to
offshore structures.

Very high sensitivity
Settlement

The semi-natural qualities and the relative seclusion combine to increase
sensitivity to any development along this stretch of coast

Very high sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The semi-natural qualities and the relative seclusion combine to increase
sensitivity to any development along this stretch of coast

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.5.3

It is unlikely that changes to land management on the hinterland will affect the
setting of this stretch of coast.

Helensburgh to Cardross: Opportunities and guidance
• This is an important area of semi-natural, rural coast which is of a long enough
length to create a relatively secluded character within the context of a well
developed inner Firth of Clyde. Development that is likely to compromise
these qualities should be resisted.
• There are opportunities to improve access along the coast, through extending
footpaths and improving the drainage of some of the existing routes. Over
formalisation of the access routes should be discouraged.
• It was noted that there are some small areas of Japanese knotweed on this
coastline, and there is an opportunity to remove this before it becomes too
extensive.
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3.5.4

Helensburgh to Cardross: Photographs

The view south to Greenock – a large cruise liner can be
seen in port.

Ardmore peninsula, which is more prominent because of
its wooded cap, just far out into the Clyde and is a
landmark feature

Access round Ardmore, as with elsewhere along this
coast, is relatively easy on well worn paths

The railway line comes close to the shore in places – here
east of Ardmore.

Looking east towards the narrow neck of land which links
Ardmore to the mainland – the shingle shoreline is typical
of the diversity of this stretch of coast

Salt marsh, another feature of this diverse coast
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3.6
Cardross to Dumbarton
This irregular stretch of coast overlooks an extensive area of tidal flats which are revealed at
low tide. It includes the settlement of Cardross as well as open farmland which reaches
down to the coast between Cardross and Dumbarton. A key feature of the coast is the
proximity of the railway line.
Cardross is a small village located close to, but not really quite on the coast. The firth at this
point is too shallow for boating or a harbour.
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3.6.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Cardross to Dumbarton

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

The Firth of Clyde narrows at this point and is more commonly referred to as the
River Clyde from here eastwards. Nevertheless, there is still a sense of expanse
as the context of this coastline includes the more expansive firth to the west.
Maritime features include the long tidal reach, and the shimmering sand banks
which are revealed at low tide and reinforce both natural processes and the
dynamism of the sea.
Recreational boating and commercial shipping traffic uses the deep water channel
to the south of the Firth near Port Glasgow.

The coastline is irregular and the foreshore is a mixture of shingle, boulders and
muddy tidal flats.
The village of Cardross is largely set back from the coast. It is separated from the
firth by the railway which runs close to the coast. Fields extend down to the coast,
and apart from Cardross, settlement is sparse.
The hinterland is of very gently graded slopes which are farmed with occasional
shelterbelt, creating a very open setting for the coast.

Cardross is separated from the coast by the railway although there is path access
along the coast. The coast is occupied by a mown football pitch and less formal
scrubby woodland. There is a sawmill close to the village which is located on the
very edge of the shore. The remainder of the immediate coastline is undeveloped,
although both the railway and the A814 lie close to the coast. There are a number
of large houses and a plant nursery which lie on the landward side of the railway.
There are no exceptional coastal landmark features, although the sawmill is
prominent.

This coast is not heavily developed, but the settlement, the railway and the
proximity of the road all combine to reduce any sense of seclusion or isolation.

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

This stretch of coast is overlooked by the A814 and by the railway. Views from
watercraft are more distant as the deep channel is on the south side of the firth.
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3.6.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Cardross to Dumbarton
Some sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The irregular coastline, and views from the A814 and the railway combine to
increase sensitivity to offshore structures, although the tidal reach may be
suitable for oyster beds.

Settlement

Scope for settlement, or other development, close to the shore, is likely to be
limited by the need to cross the railway line. Settlement expansion set back from
the coast would have little impact on the coast itself, although coherence in
terms of size, massing and design of development should be encouraged to
avoid fragmentation.

Low sensitivity

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Scope for development close to the shore is likely to be limited by the need to
cross the railway line. The extent and drama of the tidal reach at low tide is a
key sensitivity that may be affected by coastal development.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.6.3

It is unlikely that changes to land management of the hinterland will affect the
setting of this stretch of coast.

Cardross to Dumbarton: Opportunities and guidance
• Diverse developments which fragmented the relatively undeveloped coast
should be discouraged in favour of any development which aimed to provide
coherence in terms of siting and design
• There are opportunities to improve access along the coast, through extending
footpaths and improving the drainage of some of the existing routes. Over
formalisation of the access routes should be discouraged.
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3.6.4

Cardross to Dumbarton: Photographs

The vast expanse of shimmering sand and mud which is
revealed at low tide in front of Cardross

Views south to Port Glasgow and Greenock also show the
sands being revealed at low tide – here with a fisherman
in the foreground. This is a narrow stretch of Firth.

The timber yard and sawmill on the shore at Cardross

At Cardross, access across the railway to the coast
relatively easy
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3.7
Dumbarton
The seaward edge of Dumbarton extends for six kilometres along the south facing coast,
overlooking the River Clyde. The town was the ancient capital of the kingdom of Strathclyde
and was a thriving manufacturing town, including a ship building town in the 19th century.
Today, in addition to being a business and administrative base, it is also a commuter town
for nearby Glasgow, which is easily accessible by rail.
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3.7.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Dumbarton

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea
Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

The Clyde is relatively narrow at this point and there is a significant tidal reach
along the coast, revealing muddy sands at low tide. The buoys of the Lang Dyke
are especially prominent along this stretch of sea.
There is a navigable channel which allows access to the River Leven and the
Sandpoint marina, allowing boats to come into the centre of Dumbarton, in
addition to maritime activity along the Clyde.
The coast is gently irregular, and includes the mouth of the River Leven. It is
generally low lying, the exception being the dramatic abrupt rock face of
Dumbarton Rock, which rises to the east of eth River Leven.
A broad swathe of coastal grassland with some woodland and scrub extends
along much of the coastline in front of the town. This creates an unusual, seminatural context for the settlement. To the west of the River Leven in particular,
there are also tidal flats and salt marsh.
The shore is accessed by tarmac paths raised on top of the sea wall, and by a
more informal path network on the wider and more natural stretches of the coast.
The formally laid out Levengrove Park lies adjacent to the coast at the mouth of
the River Leven.
Dumbarton sits on gently rising ground but extends significantly inland. The back
drop to the town is steeper hill ground clothed with woodland and pasture, and
while this has little impact on the setting of the coast, the quarried face of
Dumbuck is widely visible feature.
Apart from more recent housing development, the settlement is largely set back
from the coast. The water treatment works, industrial estates and bonded
warehouses to the east of the Rock are largely set back from the coast, hidden
behind woodland. Some derelict land is also located at the base of Castle rock.
There is a boatyard at the mouth of the River Leven.
Dumbarton Castle, sitting on a plug of volcanic rock, ‘guards’ the mouth of the
River Leven to the east.
The dramatic volcanic plug of Dumbarton Rock and the associated Dumbarton
Castle, is one of the most significant landmark features on the whole of the Clyde.

Although the settlement is largely set back from the coast, the whole area sits
within a wider context of built up and developed land and there is no experience of
isolated coast. The salt marsh and tidal flats do however have a semi-natural
character which belies the urban context, and the wide swath of this semi-natural
vegetation creates a secluded character.
The drama of Dumbarton Rock, the dynamism of the tidal flats and salt marshes,
and the wide swathe of eth semi natural foreshore all contribute to the unique
setting of Dumbarton.
Views to and from Dumbarton Rock are clearly important, as are views from the
coastal paths.
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3.7.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Dumbarton
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The dynamism and semi-natural quality of the tidal flats and salt marsh, the
setting of Dumbarton Rock and overlook from the coastal paths all combine to
increase sensitivity of this area to off shore development.
Existing maritime activity means that it is relatively easy to absorb additional
boat movements.

High sensitivity
Settlement

Development on the coast is sensitive to the setting of Dumbarton Rock and to
the semi-natural qualities of the wide swathe of the semi-natural coastline, and
the tidal and salt flats which are an important characteristic. The views from the
sea are also important, as there is a danger that too many different types of
development will result in clutter and fragmentation of the coast.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Development on the coast is sensitive to the setting of Dumbarton Rock and to
the semi-natural qualities of the wide swathe of the semi-natural coastline, and
the tidal and salt flats which are an important characteristic. The views from the
sea are also important, as there is a danger that too many different types of
development will result in clutter and fragmentation of the coast.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.7.3

It is unlikely that changes to land management will affect the setting of this
stretch of coast.

Dumbarton: Opportunities and guidance
• The relationship with the coast, which has resulted in the broad swathe of
undeveloped coastal grassland and scrubby woodland, as well as salt marsh
and extensive foreshore, remaining free from development, creates a
distinctive setting for the town as experienced from the sea and coast which
should be safeguarded if possible.
• There is a danger of different types of development being located near the
coast which do not take into account the sequential experience of the urban
edge as seen from the coast. Any further development or redevelopment
should aim to provide coherence of siting and design to unify the appearance
of the town from the coast.
• Key setting of key features – including the dramatic Dumbarton Rock and the
salt marshes at the eastern side of the town, should also be respected in any
future development decisions. Care should be taken not only in relation to eth
location and size of any future development, but also in relation to intrusion by
lighting standards and other infrastructure.
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3.7.4

Dumbarton: Photographs

The expanse of shimmering sand and mud which is
revealed at low tide in front of Dumbarton, with the buoys
of the Lang Dyke standing out clearly in the channel

The wide swathe of semi-natural vegetation creates a
semi-secluded character, and often hides the adjacent
development which is set back from the coast

The prominent Dumbarton Rock – a land mark feature

Boats can access the River Leven into the town centre

For part of the coast, the high garden walls of old villas
contains a tarmac access route built on top of the sea wall

Recent housing extends along the lower level platform of
land to the immediate west of these villas at Kirktonhill
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3.8
Dumbarton to Bowling
This highly modified, short stretch of coast is separated from residential development by the
railway and to some extent by the dualled carriageway of the A82. The result is the coast
appears relatively secluded, surprisingly so, in places, but due to high security fencing in
some areas, it is also difficult to access.
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3.8.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Dumbarton to Bowling

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

The River Clyde is very narrow at this point, and the tidal currents are a main
evidence of the influence of the sea, along with sandbanks which are revealed at
low tide. The Lang Dyke, a long jetty built to maintain the deeper water channel to
the south, is a key feature in the firth.
There is boating and shipping activity, both in relation to and from access to
Glasgow and because Bowling is the western sea lock access to the Forth and
Clyde Canal, which is used by recreational craft.

Topography and land use
of hinterland

The coast is entirely modified to create enclosed harbour (once the winter home to
the Clyde coastal steamers), the Bowling Basin (providing access to the canal)
and a large area of reclaimed land which is inaccessible due to security fencing.
There are extensive areas of abandoned industrial land, most of which is
inaccessible due to security fencing.
It is possible to access the coast at the Bowling Basin, but almost everywhere else
is restricted from both land and sea.
The outlook to the south is surprisingly semi-rural in character.
The slopes of the Kilpatrick Hills behind Bowling are steep, and clothed with mixed
woodland and pasture. They are strongly separated from the coast, however, by
infrastructure and have little impact on the experience of the coast.

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The settlement is separated from the coast by the railway line, local road system
and the canal, and seems to have little relationship to the coast, although there is
excellent, non vehicular, access to the canal. Settlement is linear and urban in
character.

Character and experience
of the coastline

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

The monument to Henry Bell, who designed the paddle steamer the Comet, is a
tall stone obelisk which is highly visible along the coast and from the sea. It is near
th
to the ruins of Dunglass Castle, dating back to the 15 century, which can be seen
from the sea.
The heavily modified coastline and built up setting limits the sense of isolated
coast.

The attractive setting of the Bowling Basin, with all its historic connotations – it was
opened in 1790 – is an unusual setting for celebrating an engineering heritage.
From the Bowling basin there are views especially westerly views along the length
of the Clyde.
There are also views south to Mar Hall Hotel (former Erskine hospital) and its
extensive policies and grounds.
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3.8.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Dumbarton to Bowling
This is unlikely to be an issue in this location

Off shore development
including fish farms
Low sensitivity
Settlement

This is a well settled area, and while the setting of both the Bowling Basin, the
Henry Bell monument and Dunglass Castle should be respected, there are no
additional landscape and visual sensitivities.

Low sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

This coast is significantly modified and while the setting of both the Bowling
Basin, the Henry Bell monument and Dunglass Castle should be respected,
there are no additional landscape and visual sensitivities.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.8.3

It is unlikely that changes to land management will affect the setting of this
stretch of coast.

Dumbarton to Bowling: Opportunities and guidance
• There are opportunities to redevelop abandoned and derelict land in this area,
especially at the western end of this stretch of coast
• Any redevelopment should take into account the Henry Bell memorial and the
setting of the ruined Dunglass castle
• The setting of the Bowling Basin and the canal should also be taken into
account, for example in relation to any redevelopment of the harbour.
• The approach to the canal from the main road could be upgraded and
enhanced to create a stronger sense of arrival.
• Some of the improvements to the canal street furniture around the Bowling
Basin are now showing signs of wear and tear.
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3.8.4

Dumbarton to Bowling: Photographs

The view from Bowling Basin to the monument to Henry
Bell – on the far left of the picture

Canal boats at Bowling Basin

Access to former industrial sites is difficult – but this high
level view from the footbridge at Bowling station offers
view of the land being redeveloped at the Henry Bell
memorial site

Views across the narrow stretch of Firth – by this time
really the River Clyde – to the parkland around Mar Hall
Hotel create a semi-rural setting which influences this
stretch of coast.
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3.9
Old Kilpatrick
Siting below the Erskine Bridge, this stretch of coast is separated from the town of Old
Kilpatrick by the Forth and Clyde canal, so that there is a remarkable juxtaposition between
the modern road bridge, the semi-natural regeneration on the immediate coast and the
engineering heritage of the canal.
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3.9.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Old Kilpatrick

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

The River Clyde is very narrow at this point, and the tidal currents are the main
evidence of the influence of the sea.

There is both boating and commercial shipping activity.

Maritime development and
activity

Topography and land use
of hinterland

The coast appears partially modified, with some areas of hard shore, but it is
surprisingly semi-natural in character, as much of the area, known as ‘The
Saltings’ is regenerating scrubland which is managed as a local nature reserve.
This woodland screens much of the settlement from the shore, and the outlook to
the south is semi-rural in character.
The slopes of the Kilpatrick Hills behind Old Kilpatrick are steep, and generally
open in character. They are strongly separated from the coast, however, by
infrastructure and have little impact on the experience of the coast.

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The settlement is separated from the coast by the canal, to which there is
excellent access. Links to the coast are then on footpaths only. There is otherwise
no direct relationship between the settlement and the coast. There is no other
coastal development.

Character and experience
of the coastline

The key feature is the Erskine Bridge.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

This coast sits below the Erskine Bridge, but despite this is semi-natural in
character and surprisingly secluded. Nevertheless, it is not isolated coast.

The semi-natural, almost ‘hidden’ quality of this shoreline is an attractive feature.

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

There are dramatic views of the Erskine bridge and the old ferry tollhouse on the
south side of the river from the shoreline.
There are also views south to Mar Hall Hotel (former Erskine hospital) and its
extensive policies and grounds.
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3.9.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Old Kilpatrick
This is unlikely to be an issue in this location

Off shore development
including fish farms
Very high sensitivity
Settlement

The semi-natural character of this small length of coastline may have arisen
from waste land, but is now a surprisingly secluded and (on our visit) popular
stretch of coast which is highly sensitive to development

Very high sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The semi-natural character of this small length of coastline may have arisen
from waste land, but is now a surprisingly secluded and (on our visit) popular
stretch of coast which is highly sensitive to development

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.9.3

It is unlikely that changes to land management behind the settlement will affect
the setting of this stretch of coast.

Old Kilpatrick: Opportunities and guidance
• The low key approach to maintenance of this local nature reserve and the
adjacent coast seems entirely appropriate for this area, and forms a contrast
to the more formal management of the canal.
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3.9.4

Old Kilpatrick: Photographs

From under the Erskine Bridge, the view east along the
Clyde is surprisingly green, with the Erskine Hotel
appearing on the skyline, set behind extensive woodland
of Boden Boo and the Clyde Walkway

The shore from under Erskine Bridge looking west. The
small ‘Saltings’ nature reserve with its apparently popular
network of paths allows good access to this coast

The coast is also linked to the town by the Forth Clyde
Canal, another example of green space under the Erskine
Bridge

The Erskine bridge is a feature from a long way west.
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3.10
Old Kilpatrick to the Titan Crane
This modified and often built up stretch of coast reaches from Erskine Bridge east to the
landmark Titan Crane at Clydebank. Much of this shoreline is inaccessible, cordoned off by
security fencing, or is lying vacant, awaiting redevelopment. But where redevelopment has
taken place, for example at the Clydeside Community Park and the Golden Jubilee Hospital
access to the coast has been largely increased. Much of this redevelopment is on the site of
former shipbuilding yards.
This stretch of coast includes the Titan Crane at Clydebank, which is a category A listed
structure. It has been refurbished and is now open to the public. It marks the site of the once
formidable and extensive John Brown shipyard at Clydebank, which amongst other ships
built the RMS Queen Mary, RMS Queen Elizabeth and her successor, Queen Elizabeth 2.
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3.10.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Old Kilpatrick to the Titan Crane

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

While the Clyde is more of a river from Erskine Bridge eastwards, the rising and
falling of the tide is still evident. At high tide and storms, the water can overreach
the constraining walls. Otherwise the experience of the sea is limited.

Maritime development and
activity

There is some yachting and commercial shipping activity, as boats make their way
to and from Clydebank, inner Glasgow, and for yachts, the moorings at White Cart
Bridge.

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure
Setting of landmarks and
features

The coast is heavily modified, including long stretches of seawall, riprap and infill.
To the west, naturally regenerated woodland hides extensive areas of warehouses
behind security fencing. To the east, and especially from the hospital east to the
Titan crane, there are a few industrial buildings, but land is largely open and
awaiting redevelopment. Some of the new development has increased access to
the coast, but there is by no means continuous access along this stretch of the
Clyde.
The land is flat, or gently sloping inland to the A814. It has been heavily modified
and is extensively settled and built up. The Forth Clyde Canal is set well back from
the coast, and is not inter-visible with the coast.
There is no residential settlement adjacent to the coast at present. The area is in
transition with considerable redevelopment.

The key features are the Erskine Bridge and the Titan Crane. The memorial to the
Lancastria, which went down at sea with the largest loss of life in British maritime
history, is located in the grounds of the Golden Jubilee Hospital. It and the Titan
crane are the last remaining signs of the ship building past.
There is no experience of isolated coast.

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

The drama of the Titan crane and the height of the Erskine Bridge are key
features.

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

There are dramatic views to and from the Erskine Bridge. The Titan Crane is open
to the public, and offers extensive views, especially across the Clyde to the seminatural Newshot Island.
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3.10.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Old Kilpatrick to the Titan Crane
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the water channel is a major constraint to offshore
development.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

The coast does not include areas of residential development. Any residential
development may be experienced as isolated and cut off from the main
residential hinterland, unless it is really a mini-settlement or large enough to be a
neighbourhood in its own right.

Low sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

This area is already undergoing extensive redevelopment, and in terms of
landscape character is appropriate for a wide range of commercial and industrial
uses. The setting of the Titan crane, and its high visibility, should nevertheless
be protected if it is to retain its iconic status.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.10.3

There is no woodland or farmland which has a direct impact on this stretch of
coast

Old Kilpatrick to the Titan Crane: Opportunities and guidance
• Any further redevelopment should aim to create an attractive river frontage
which allows and encourages access, especially if any residential or visitor
attractions is to be built on the waterfront.
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3.10.4

Old Kilpatrick to the Titan Crane: Photographs

Looking east from the Erskine Bridge, the industrial sites
and – in the distance – bonded warehouses are set
against the riverside.

The Titan Crane, a landmark feature, with reclaimed dock
yard land in the foreground awaiting redevelopment.

Where redevelopment has occurred, there is good access
to the Clyde

The higher tides bring rubbish onto the shoreline

The monument to the Lancastria, which was built in the
former shipyards now occupied by the Golden Jubilee
hospital

Access to the steep shoreline is often restricted by
security fencing
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3.11
White Cart Water to Erskine Harbour
This stretch of coast extends from the filled in Erskine Harbour east to where the White Cart
Water meets the Clyde. This is a canalised section of the Clyde, which here is a slow
moving river contained by rip-rap into a channel which is of an even width. The north side of
the River is largely occupied by industrial land, while on this south side the setting is more
open, with informal public park and the more semi-natural Newshot Island creating a ‘green’
context for the river.
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3.11.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
White Cart Water to Erskine Harbour

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

While the Clyde is more of a river from Erskine Bridge eastwards, the rising and
falling of the tide is still evident. At high tide and storms, the water can overreach
the constraining walls, and there is debris scattered across the access path and
within the former Erskine harbour. Otherwise the experience of the sea is limited.
There is some yachting and commercial shipping activity, as boats make their way
to and from Clydebank, inner Glasgow, and for yachts, the moorings at White Cart
Bridge. There are limited opportunities for launching canoes and kayaks along this
section of the Clyde.
While the edge of the River is supported by high sloping riprap and stone walls,
the immediate setting is more semi-natural. There is some recent tidal damage to
these sea defences. The coast is very accessible along the Clyde Walkway at
Erskine. The Walkway is a wide tarmac promenade, with several well marked
access points, linking the Forestry Commission Boden Boo Park with Park Quay.
Erskine Harbour is largely silted up, with reedbed base, although it is filled with
water at high tide. Newshot Island is characterised by extensive, tidal salt marsh
which limits access, and further east a narrow sandy shore is revealed at low tide.
The Hinterland ranges from a park, on largely modified landform, and including
woodland, rough grassland and mown grass to the west, to the more natural
context of salt marsh at of Newshot Island. Low lying cultivated fields extend
across the land between the White Cart River and Erskine.
This ‘green space’ context largely screens office development and the settlement
of Erskine, located on higher ground to the south.
The larger office buildings and the Erskine Bridge Hotel are tall enough to be seen
over the trees along the Clyde Walkway, although this stretch of the River Clyde is
largely characterised by the lack of buildings directly on the coast. The width of the
planting containing the Clyde walkway reinforces the separation between built
development and the Clyde.
The Erskine Bridge is a key built feature, dominating the setting of this stretch of
the Clyde to the west. The Titan Crane forms a visual focus to the east.
The Erskine Bridge Hotel is tall enough to also form a landmark, and is also very
visible from the Erskine Bridge.
While in places secluded, the built up context limits any sense of an isolated coast.
There is constant low noise from traffic, especially from the Erskine Bridge.

Aesthetic qualities

The semi-natural qualities and dynamism of the mudflats and salt marsh at
Newshot Island contrasts dramatically with the sea defences and the wider context
of built development which is evident on the opposite shore.

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

Erskine Bridge is a key viewpoint, as is the Titan Crane (now open to the public,
ad offering views southwest across Newshot Island), the accessible (and popular),
Clyde walkway. Because the channel is narrow, views from any shipping or yachts
will be foreshortened and the coastline is very visible from the River.
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3.11.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
White Cart Water to Erskine Harbour
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the water channel is a major constraint to offshore
development, as is the semi natural character of the coast.

High sensitivity
Settlement

The coast is largely undeveloped, although the wooded parkland near to Erskine
Harbour provides the setting for large single blocks of office development set
back from the coast. The semi-natural character of this stretch of coast is a
constraint especially around Newshot Island.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The coast is largely undeveloped, although the wooded parkland near to Erskine
Harbour provides the setting for large single blocks of office development set
back from the coast. The semi-natural character of this stretch of coast is a
constraint especially around Newshot Island.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.11.3

Changes in land management are unlikely to have an effect on the experience of
the Clyde.

White Cart Water to Erskine Harbour: Opportunities and guidance
• Any new development, for example of offices, near to Erskine Harbour, should
be set in generous woodland settings, so as to protect the secluded character
of the Clyde walkway.
• There may be opportunities to develop a link access route from the Inner
Clyde Nature Reserve (at Newshot Island), to Inchinnan Bridge, or the car
park at Portnauld. This would extend the Clyde Walkway.
• The low key approach to maintenance of this coast seems entirely appropriate
for this area, and forms a contrast to the more built up areas on the north
shore. In time, it may be appropriate to consider replacing mown grass areas
with more informal meadow. Nevertheless, a tidy and formal immediate setting
for the Clyde Walkway will maintain security and consolidate a sense of being
‘looked after’.
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3.11.4

White Cart Water to Erskine Harbour: Photographs

The former Erskine Harbour – while still partially tidal, now
filled in with silt and overgrown with reed bed – lies just to
the east of Erskine Bridge

The Clyde Walkway provides excellent access along this
stretch of coast

Bonded warehouses on the opposite shore – security
fencing limits access – and the base of the tall pylon line
which takes electricity wires across the River Clyde.

The Titan Crane is a feature from a long way west down
the river.

The Erskine Hotel is partly hidden by woodland
established along the Clyde Walkway

The semi-natural setting of Newshot Island contrasts with
the redeveloped northern shore of the Clyde at Clydebank
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3.12
Erskine Harbour to Longhaugh Point
This stretch of coast extends from the forest park at Boden Boo, just west of Erskine
Harbour, under the Erskine Bridge and along the undeveloped coast of Erskine Park and
Golf course until the M8 reaches the coast west of Longhaugh Point.
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3.12.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Erskine Harbour to Longhaugh Point

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

The long tidal reach reveals sand and mud at low tide, and this is the most striking
evidence of the sea as the estuary becomes narrower as it extends east. The
navigable shipping channel is very narrow, and leads to the River Clyde under
Erskine Bridge. The tall bouys which mark the channel, as well as the “long Dyke’
structure are further evidence of the maritime setting.
There is some yachting and commercial shipping activity, as boats make their way
to and from inner Glasgow.

This coastline is largely natural, with very little modification, and the rough
grassland, reeds and marsh which extend to the shore merge with the muddy
foreshore. Storms and very high tides can deposit debris quite far inland, and the
lowlying fields at Longhaugh Point are protected by an embankment. The coast is
accessible – there is a Right of Way from Erskine Golf Club House leading to
narrow muddy paths, access in Erskine Park and several footpaths at the Forestry
Commission managed Boden Boo Park, below Erskine Bridge.
The hinterland is dominated by the parkland and estate of Mar Hall (a hotel), part
of which has been turned into a golf course, and the remainder of which (to the
west) is farmed. Boden Boo seems to also have been formerly part of the Mar Hall
estate. The policy trees, farmed land and sometimes wooded semi-natural coast
create a relatively rural setting
There is no settlement adjacent to the coast, which is low lying and likely to flood.
Settlement, including the main house of Mar Hall and the new Erskine Hospital are
set in the policies on low hills overlooking the coast.
The main development feature is the Erskine Bridge, which towers above this
stretch of coast. In addition, the northern shore of the river is built up.
Erskine Bridge to the east, and Dumbarton Rock, in the distant, to the west. In
addition, the Henry Bell monument – a prominent obelisk – is very visible from this
shore, as it is located directly opposite. All of these features, and Mar Hall and its
parkland, are very visible from the shipping channel.

Experience of isolated
coast

This is a secluded stretch of coast, although there is the constant presence of road
traffic noise from the M8 and from the Erskine Bridge. The built up northern shore
and the busy golf course further limit any sense of isolation.

Aesthetic qualities

The long reach of shimmering sand and mud revealed at low tide is a feature. The
height of the Erskine Bridge is dramatic.

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

The accessible stretches of the shore, the views from Erskine Bridge and from the
canal basin on the opposite shore at Bowling as well as views from Mar Hall are all
important.
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3.12.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Erskine Harbour to Longhaugh Point
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The drama of the tidal reach, the narrowness of the water channel and the seminatural character of this coastline are all key sensitivities along this stretch of
coast.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There is no settlement along this coast, which is likely to be subject to flooding at
high tide, and the remarkable semi-natural quality of the coast, which contrasts
dramatically with more built up stretches of the Inner Firth, is a key sensitivity.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There is no infrastructure along this coast, which is likely to be subject to
flooding at high tide, and the remarkable semi-natural quality of the coast, which
contrasts dramatically with more built up stretches of the Inner Firth, is a key
sensitivity

Some sensitivity
Land management

3.12.3

The fine parkland associated with Mar Hall is now very mature and may decline.
The semi-natural character of the coast will diminish if the golf course extends
close to the shore.

Erskine Harbour to Longhaugh Point: Opportunities and guidance
• The low key approach to maintenance of the coast, and the encouragement of
semi-natural woodland to create an immediate setting which maintains
seclusion, should be encouraged.
• The parkland trees and woodlands of Mar Hall and Erskine Hospital require
management to plan for their replacement over time.
• Access along this stretch of coast could be improved.
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3.12.4

Erskine Harbour to Longhaugh Point: Photographs

At low tide, there are extensive sand and mud banks
revealed along this part of the Clyde

The soft, semi-natural shoreline is often submerged at
high tide

The designed landscape and parkland around Mar Hall
Hotel is a feature which is visible form both sides of the
Clyde

The quarried face of the hillside at Dumbuck, outside
Dumbarton, is visible in profile along this coast
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3.13
Langbank
This short stretch of coast reaches west from where the M8 reaches the coast to where the
timber ponds begin on the western side of Langbank. The coastal character is defined by the
dramatic tidal reach, revealing extensive sand and mud at low tide, and the consistent
proximity of the busy A8 to the coast. This road severely limits access to this stretch of
coast.
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3.13.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Langbank

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The long tidal reach of this part of the estuary is the most striking evidence of the
sea. The extensive mudflats and sand banks are revealed at low tide, so that the
navigable shipping channel is very narrow and marked by navigational bouys,
linked to the Long Dyke.
There is some yachting and commercial shipping activity, as boats make their way
to and from Dumbarton and inner Glasgow.

The coast is modified, where there has been in fill to support the road, but the
most striking feature is the wide extent of the mud and sand tidal reach. The coast
is not accessible, because the A8, which is dualled at this point and is contained
by barriers, including a central barrier, is difficult to cross. There is no parking. The
stretch of land between the road and high water mark is narrow.
The A8 separates the coast from the hinterland. The narrow flat coastal shelf is
largely settled, and sits back against quickly rising land. The village of Langbank is
tiered up the slopes, and to the east, the even steeper slopes of the prominent
Ferryhill are well wooded.
There is no settlement adjacent to the coast, but the A8 lies very close to the
coast. The result is that traffic noise along the coast is a feature of the coastal
experience.
The Long Dyke, with its beacons, out in the Clyde, is a key seascape feature.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

The impact of the busy road limits any sense of isolation along this stretch of
coast.

The long reach of shimmering sand and mud revealed at low tide is a feature.

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

The A8 is the key viewpoint, but traffic is fast moving. The proximity of the road to
the sea, and the lack of development on the seaward side of the road, permits
open views of the sea and opposite shore.
Dumbarton Rock, on the opposite shoreline, is a key visual focus.
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3.13.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Langbank
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The drama of the tidal reach, the narrowness of the water channel and the
setting of Dumbarton Rock are key sensitivities in this location.

High sensitivity
Settlement

The coast is not settled, and access is severely restricted by the A8. The lack of
settlement between the coast and the road contributes to views across the Firth
on this open stretch of road. The presence and noise of busy traffic also
mitigates against an attractive setting for built development squeezed between
the coast and the road.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The A8 already lies along this coast, and there is no remaining shore line
available for development or access.

Some sensitivity
Land management

3.13.3

Changes in land management are unlikely to have an effect on the experience of
the coast or sea, although woodland between the coast and the road would limit
the sense of openness and this would impact on views.

Langbank: Opportunities and guidance
• There may be scope to extend the coastal path linking Erskine to Port
Glasgow, although this may require structures along the coast. An alternative
might be to consider a route that looped inland, which would also avoid the
impact of traffic noise on the experience of the walking route, and offers the
option of elevated views.
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3.13.4

Langbank: Photographs

The busy carriageway of the M8 separates the coast from
the hinterland

Dumbarton Rock is a key feature visible from this side of
the Firth

The Long Dyke is visible from land as well as being a key
feature from the water

Looking across the Firth to Dumbarton – the shore here is
difficult to access because of the road
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3.14
Langbank to Port Glasgow
In remarkable contrast to the heavy industry, activity and modified coastline immediately to
the west, this stretch of the Clyde is characterised by the dramatic tidal reach, which can
reveal extensive mud flats and sand banks either side of the shipping channel. Rectangular
‘timber ponds’, tidal lagoons used by Glasgow shipyards for storing timber 4, are revealed at
low tide along this stretch of coast. The coast is accessible at Parklea/Finlaystone Point and
Kelburn Park.

4

RCHAMS, Site record for Finlaystone Point. See:
http://canmore.rcahms.gov.uk/en/site/307418/details/finlaystone+point+timber+ponds/
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3.14.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Langbank to Port Glasgow

Maritime influences,
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
viewpoints

5

The long tidal reach of this part of the estuary is the most striking evidence of the
sea. The extensive mudflats and sand banks are revealed at low tide, so that the
navigable shipping channel is narrow. It is located down the centre of the firth.
There is both yachting and commercial shipping activity, as boats make their way
to and from Dumbarton and inner Glasgow.

The coast is partially modified, but can appear in part semi-natural, because of the
lack of shoreline built development. The most striking features are the former
timber ponds, once used to store timber from as far afield as America and the
5
Baltic states , for use in the Glasgow shipyards. The wooden stakes marking out
these ponds are revealed as the tide recedes.
The Inverclyde Coastal path allows access along this shoreline, as does the now
rather neglected Kelburn Park to the west of this coastal character area, which
appears little used, so that it feels unsafe. The coast at Kelburn Park has suffered
damage from recent tidal floods.
Set back from the coast are a former nursery, recreation centre, the bowling green
and a number of playing fields which are fenced and lit. This creates a semi-urban
character, which is further compounded by the noise from the busy A8. These
features all sit upon a relatively level stretch of land which is then separated from
steeply rising wooded slopes by the railway and the A8.
A number of buildings, including the former farmhouse at Parklea, and the
recreation centre, sit close to but not on the coast. The lighting and fencing for the
playing fields, and the range of design of the buildings, create some visual clutter.
Much of this is due to the disparate range of built structures, including fences, for
example.
The timber ponds are a very striking feature, especially as they disappear and
reappear reinforcing the dynamism of this stretch of coast. If the sculptural
‘question marks’ installed in homage to George Wylie are retained, they will also
become a permanent feature.
The lighting, fencing and buildings close to this stretch of coast and the presence
of the A80 and the railway preclude any sense of isolated, or even secluded coast.

The integrity and historic curiosity of the timber ponds is a striking and attractive
feature.
The coastal footpath is a key viewpoint.
Dumbarton Rock is a visual focus looking east wards along the Firth.

http://www.scapetrust.org/pdf/Clyde_Bute/Clyde_Bute1.pdf, para 4.2.4
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3.14.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Langbank to Port Glasgow
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The setting of the timber ponds is a particular and unique feature of this stretch
of coast and this is a key sensitivity which would limit siting of any offshore
development in this location. Additional sensitivities include the drama of the
tidal reach and narrowness of the water channel.

High sensitivity
Settlement

Residential development located on this stretch of coast would be relatively
isolated and would add to the range of built development in a small space,
thereby potentially increasing clutter.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The setting of the timber ponds increases sensitivity to shoreline development,
jetties or other infrastructure on the coast, but there are opportunities for
upgrading Kelburn Park which may include coastal structures. Other
development at Parklea, including extending the playing fields or infrastructure
set back from the coast should be encouraged where they can be used to unify
the built design.

Some sensitivity
Land management

3.14.3

Maintaining a wooded screen between development/playing fields and the coast
would help maintain a setting for the timber ponds.

Langbank to Port Glasgow: Opportunities and guidance
• The setting of the timber ponds is the key feature of this coast, and any further
development should take into account how best to manage their setting and
the experience of the coast.
• It would be useful to prepare a masterplan, or at least have an integrated
approach to planting, materials and design of all development, including
playing fields, fences, lighting, path surfaces and small buildings along this
whole stretch of coast from Kelburn Park to Langbank, to plan ahead for any
future redevelopment and to ensure that any further development unifies
rather than further disrupts the integrity of built pattern along this coast.
• There are opportunities to upgrade the coastal path along sections of this
coast.
• Kelburn Park feels abandoned and unsafe, and could be redeveloped with
much improved access.
• Any buildings or other structures between the road and the coast should be
low profile – this is to limit impact on the setting of the timber ponds.
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3.14.4

Langbank to Port Glasgow: Photographs

The dramatic remnant structures of the former timber
ponds are revealed at low tide

Kelburn Park – high tides have damaged some of the
coastal defences and pathways, and neglect is
compounded by rubbish and burnt debris – seen here on
the left

Parklea – the light standards, fencing and the red blaes
path surface are a some of the diverse materials and
structures which feature in this area

The Inverclyde coastal path, which is well used and offers
very good views of the timber ponds.
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3.15
Port Glasgow to Greenock
This highly modified and often made up stretch of coast overlooks the transition from open
water to more dynamic estuarine mudflats and tidal banks. The shipping channel narrows
significantly as the Firth extends eastwards. From Fyfe Shore, at Port Glasgow, west to the
observation tower at the Clydeport container terminal the docks, warehousing and harbour
infrastructure is being gradually redeveloped with commercial and residential buildings.
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3.15.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Port Glasgow to Greenock

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

This long stretch of modified coast overlooks both the wide basin of the Inner Firth,
extending to the mouth of Gareloch, and the transition into the narrower shipping
channels of the River Clyde. While the result is that the seascape seems open, the
dynamism demonstrated by the revealed banks and mudflats at low tide, is a
strong reminder of the presence of the sea.
This is a busy stretch of sea, with frequent container ships coming in to dock at the
harbours as well as passing by to travel further up the Clyde. In addition, there are
occasional MOD vessels and yachts heading in and out of Gareloch and along the
reach of the Firth.
This coast is highly modified, and shelter has been increased by harbours and
docks created by infill along the coast. In the past, development was heavily
industrial, and there are still docks supported by cranes, metal jetties and huge
loading facilities designed to facilitate container ships at Clydeport, Garvel Point
and Port Glasgow. The East India and Victoria Harbour contain sailing boats, and
there is a marina at the James Watt dock.
Many of the former industrial sites have been redeveloped for commercial, leisure
or housing use. There is some vacant land, for example at East India dock, and
occasional more generous greenspace, such as at Coronation Park.
The coast, supported by seawalls and with a narrow shingle shore, is easily
accessible as redevelopment has created an opportunity to provide a wide
promenade/cycleway along the redeveloped coast. Where industry prevails, the
coast is inaccessible because of security fencing. There is a picnic site and
parking at Newark Castle, from where the Inverclyde Coastal path heads east.
Much of the industrial and commercial development extends either side of the A8,
often curtailed to the south by the railway, all of which is relatively level land. The
land rises, at first gently and then, especially at Port Glasgow, much more steeply
as it extends inland. The hillside is largely developed, with residential housing
estates mixed in with commercial and retail development. Very steep summits,
glens and slopes are wooded or managed as open grazing.
The remaining industrial focus is located at the periphery of this area, with the
extreme west (Clydeport), east (Ferguson’s Shipyard at Port Glasgow) and north
(Garvel Point), retaining busy commercial hubs.
The remaining central area is the focus for commercial, retail, leisure and housing
development, and their associated car parking, which combines new build on
reclaimed land and some redevelopment of warehousing. The result is a mixture
of different building styles and layouts, with a disappointing number of leisure or
retail developments which do not take advantage of the seaward views.
While there is a well designed and easily accessible promenade, this seems to be
rarely used, except adjacent to the A8 at Ladyburn, possibly because there is only
a modest amount of related residential development.
There are a number of landmark features – the three Clydeport cranes, and the
large cranes at James Watt Dock and Port Glasgow punctuate the skylines. The
fine A-listed Customs House (although its setting is crowded by the Beacon Arts
th
Centre), Port Glasgow library and its generous setting and the 15 century Newark
Castle are key features.
This coast is industrial, commercial and residential in character. There is no
experience of isolated coast.

The access to the coast and the new promenades are an asset resulting from
redevelopment, but the design of much of the new building is ubiquitous.
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Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

3.15.2

There are fine views across the Firth to the coast east of Helensburgh from the
new promenade/cycleway, Newark Castle and the Customs House at Greenock.

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Port Glasgow to Greenock
Some sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

While overlook from the coast is limited, there is a promenade beg developed
along this coast, and a number of busier focal points at Newark Castle and near
the Customs House, both of which also have sensitive settings.
Nevertheless, structures off shore could create visual clutter along this stretch of
coast, with such a diverse range of on shore structures and developments
already in place. Tall structures would interrupt views across the Firth.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

There are opportunities to redevelop some of the former industrial sites for
housing, especially if they can take advantage of the views across the Firth. The
key sensitivity is design, which has been disparate to date, resulting in different
sizes and types of development, and a well thought out design brief for the
whole area would help unify any future development.

Low sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There is ample opportunity for this coast to continue to be modified and
developed as it is already such an established feature.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.15.3

Changes in land management on the hinterland will have little effect on the
coast. Tall structures will impact on the setting of Greenock and Port Glasgow
viewed from the sea.

Port Glasgow to Greenock: Opportunities and guidance
• Constantly changing infrastructure is a feature of this coastline, with new
facilities and updating of equipment a necessary part of the thriving harbour
and docks. Careful attention to scale and unity provided by consistent use of
materials will help mitigate visual clutter.
• The quality of the built hard landscaping and facilities at those features which
are publically accessible should be of a high standard.
• The setting of Newark Castle is partially compromised by the Fergusons
Shipyard, therefore the remaining open space to the east of the castle is
important to retain.
• It was noted that the promenade along this stretch of coast was very
underused (relative to our experience elsewhere on the Clyde). This may be
because there is very little in the way of immediate residential building close to
the coast, and links to existing and proposed residential areas should be
considered.
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3.15.4

Port Glasgow to Greenock: Photographs

The Ferguson shipyard behind Newark castle

Views across the Firth to the northern hills – the Firth
opens out into a basin here, between the River Clyde and
the ‘pinchpoint’ between Gourock and Kilcreggan

The redeveloped James Watt Dock is now a marina

New promenades form part of the redevelopment along
this coast

Land waiting to be redeveloped

The harbour and container areas are difficult to access,
but the gantry cranes are a landmark feature, here seen
from the promenade on the adjacent Greenock West
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3.16
Greenock West
This largely residential stretch of coast, with its promenade, esplanade and rows of detached
and terraced villas set back from the coast, is a very ordered residential area with a strong
identity. Orientated to the northeast, it overlooks the Inner Firth across its widest point, to
the mouth of Gareloch and Helensburgh.
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3.16.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Greenock West

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Greenock West overlooks the widest stretch of the Inner Firth, east of the
‘gateway’ formed by the narrowing at Kilcreggan and Kempock Point, and is truly
experienced as an inland stretch of water. The widening of the channel creates a
sheltered basin which contrasts with the more dynamic, estuarine qualities of the
Firth east of Greenock.
This is a busy stretch of sea, with frequent container ships heading for Greenock
and Port Glasgow, as well as MOD and fishing vessels. Yachts head out to the
Upper Firth or cross over to Gareloch. Ferries ply between Gourock, Kilcreggan
and Helensburgh.
The long, even, slightly outward curving stretch of coast is very unified, with a sea
wall along its entire length topped by a wide, lit pavement and esplanade. This is a
formal streetscape, reinforced by standard trees and planting beds, wide
pavements and mown grass verges.
At either end it is ‘buttressed’ by made up land on which is industrial, leisure and
commercial development. The narrow shore has a short tidal reach which reveals
a shingle shoreline, occasionally accessible by stone steps.
Greenock West extends inland on gentle slopes to reach the main through road of
the A770. From here, settlement extends uphill, rising to the Greenock Golf
Course on the hill summit of Bow Hill.
The settlement pattern is largely a grid pattern, which means that there are
glimpse views of the estuary framed by houses along streets which are
perpendicular to the coast.
The promenade, elevated on a high sea wall, along the length of this coast offers
excellent access to the coast, and to the shore especially at the eastern end.
There are no particular landmark features along this coast that stand out from the
sea.

This coast is urbanised in character. There is no experience of isolated coast.

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

While not an aesthetic quality, the coast is unified by the consistent design and
high quality streetscape of the esplanade.
The fine panoramic views across the Firth to Helensburgh and beyond from the
promenade and esplanade are particularly important.
Toe the east, the cranes at Clydeport are a focal point.
There are views to the town from the sea, including from recreation yacht users
and from the ferries.
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3.16.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Greenock West
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The high visibility, from land and sea increases sensitivity to off shore structures
in this location, which is criss-crossed by seaways and ferry routes, as does the
setting of the unified formal design of the streetscape. The narrowness of the
channel between Gourock and Kilgreggan, and the sense of ‘gateway’ that this
creates, is a further sensitivity. Tall structures would interrupt views across the
Firth.

Very high sensitivity
Settlement

There is a very strong, formal pattern to the layout and arrangement of the
streetscape and associated housing, which includes both villas and tenements.
This limits options for the layout of built structures, which should reflect the
existing pattern, and also influences the detail of design.

Very high sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

As with settlement, the location as well as the building style and quality are
constraints to coastal development.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.16.3

Changes in land management on the hinterland will have little effect on the
coast. Tall structures will impact on the setting of this esplanade viewed from the
sea.

Greenock West: Opportunities and guidance
• The formal built layout and consistency of design and materials as well as lack
of space limit opportunities for new development, on shore or off shore, in this
location
• The existing quality of the built hard landscaping and unity of the
promenade/esplanade is well maintained, and this should be encouraged.
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3.16.4

Greenock West: Photographs

The formal layout of promenade, esplanade, green mown
lawn and flower beds and housing along the coast at
Greenock west

A container ship and its accompanying tug heading east
into the Firth

Views from Greenock West look north to the low rise of
Rosneath Point

Access to the shore, here at the eastern end, by the way
of stone steps from the promenade
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3.17
Gourock
Extending round the deeply indented Gourock Bay and then along the fine open sweep of
the West Bay, this north facing town is characterised by its lack of large commercial coastal
development and its fine promenades and esplanades backed by terraced houses, villas
and more contemporary bungalows. It overlooks a dramatic narrowing of the Firth between
Kempock Point and Kilcreggan, a busy stretch of the Inner Firth, and has fine panoramas up
Loch Long and to the Arrochar Alps.
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3.17.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Gourock

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Gourock overlooks the Inner Firth where there is a distinct narrowing in the
channel, with only 2.5 km between the peninsula of Kempock Point and
Kilcreggan on the opposite shore. This is a break point, or gateway, between the
basin to the east and the wider seascape to the west, the latter in part created by
radiating loch systems.
This is a busy stretch of sea, with frequent container ships entering and leaving
the Inner Firth, as well as MOD and fishing vessels. Yachts head out to the Outer
Firth or into the shelter of Holy Loch or one of the marinas off the Inner Clyde.
Gourock is a stopping point for the PS Waverley. They also moor in West Bay and
Cardwell Bay. Frequent ferries ply between Gourock/McInroy’s Point and Dunoon/
Kilcreggan. The larger ships act as scale reference points, so that the narrow
extent of the channel becomes clear.
Gourock extends either side of Kempock Point. To the east lies the tightly
enclosed Gourock Bay, with a relatively wide tidal reach exposing a sandy muddy
beach at Cardswell Bay, and to the west, the long regular sweep of West Bay has
a narrow shingle shore backing onto a seawall supporting a half mile long
promenade. The context is urban and it is unified by the promenades and wide
pavements which extend the whole length of the coast, interrupted only where the
railhead and industrial buildings at Fort Matilda meet the sea.
The wide, mown grass bank with its shelter kiosks backing the promenade and the
openness of Battery Park at Cardwell Bay create green space and a generous
setting for the walkways. Several colourful play parks punctuate the front.
There are occasional slipways, and the main ferry terminal is a busy pierhead,
while there is an abandoned landing stage within Gourock Bay.
In places, the shore can be accessed on steps down from the sea wall.
Gourock extends over often steep, north facing slopes around low hills which rise
up from the Clyde. The high points of Pulpit Rock, Bow Hill and at Coves
Reservoir appear as undeveloped steep hill tops above the town, while the
extensive hinterland of the Clyde Muirshiel Hills forms the distant backdrop.
Broadleaved trees in gardens and on the steep slopes create a very wooded
character as the houses tier up the hillside.
Gourock is a linear settlement which has extended up the hillside in a loose grid
pattern which has been modified to take into account the steepness of the terrain.
The coast is fronted by villas, domestic tenements, bungalows and more modern
housing at Fort Matilda. The remaining warehouses, now used for commercial
purposes, are low and chunky, so that the built scale is generally domestic and not
overly industrial. The cluster of shops and tenements that form the town centre
reinforce the centrality of the railhead and ferry terminal.
The refurbished early twentieth century Gourock Outdoor Pool is a landmark
feature on the coast, along with the ferry terminal at McInroys Point and the Royal
Gourock Yacht Clubhouse. The spire of St John’s Church is consistently visually
prominent and a landmark from the sea.
This coast is urbanised in character. There is no experience of isolated coast.

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

While not an aesthetic quality, the coast is unified by the consistent presence of
the fine promenades and walkways, such as the pavement at Cove Road, as well
as the relatively modest, often domestic scale of buildings and infrastructure.
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Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

3.17.2

The fine panoramic views across the Firth and to the Cowal hills and Rosneath
from the promenade, coastal paths and the swimming pool are particularly
important.
There are views to the town from the sea, including from recreation yacht users
and from the ferries.

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Gourock
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The high visibility, from land and sea increases sensitivity to off shore structures
in this location, which is criss-crossed by seaways and ferry routes. The
narrowness of the channel between Gourock and Kilgreggan, and the sense of
‘gateway’ that this creates, is a further sensitivity. Tall structures would also
‘crowd’ the narrow channel and obscure views to the hills.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There is a very consistent scale to development within Gourock, which is not a
major industrial base. The built scale is largely domestic with occasion taller
tenement flats. The quality, scale, proportions and coherence of built structures
are very important in creating and maintaining a high quality and unified identity
for the town, and for consolidating the resort atmosphere.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

As with buildings, both the design and the build quality of infrastructure needs to
be high as the built element to the coast is so important to both the identity of the
town and the quality of the ‘resort’ experience. The consistent presence and
development of the promenades and walkway/cycleway is a real asset.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.17.3

Changes in land management on the hinterland will have little effect on the
coast. Tall structures will impact on the setting of the town viewed from the sea.

Gourock: Opportunities and guidance
• Tall buildings and infrastructure should be resisted close to the coast, and
where redevelopment opportunities exist, care should be taken to establish
buildings which are appropriate in scale and proportion to the domestic or
small industry type scale already typical of Gourock.
• There is very limited opportunity for more shoreline infrastructure, and any
large commercial shoreline development should be resisted. That said, the
disused landing stage in Gourock Bay could be removed or restored, while
any development of the ferry terminal should remain clustered at the railhead
if possible.
• The existing quality of the built hard landscaping and unity of the promenade
and linking cycleways and promenades is well maintained, and this should be
encouraged, with additional links added if there is any further redevelopment
at Fort Matilda.
• There is a need to paint the railings and bollards on the cycle/walkway at
Cardwell/Gourock Bay.
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3.17.4

Gourock: Photographs

From the Free French Memorial on Lyle Hill, the broad
context of the seascape setting to Gourock becomes
evident, with the conjunction of the Firth with Loch Long
visible beyond Gourock Bay.

The spire of St Johns church is visible in this and other
photographs – it is a landmark feature with a sensitive
setting

The long promenade on the sea wall which is part of the
extensive pedestrian and cycleway access overlooking
the coast along the length of Gourock

The promenade becomes a wide pavement at the
western end of the town, leading towards the ferry
terminal at McInroys Point

The railway station at Kempock Point.

The redeveloped land, which forms the popular Battery
Park on the shore adjacent to Cardwell Bay. Note St
John’s Spire on the lefthand side
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3.18
Gourock to Cloch Point
This short stretch of coast extends from the ferry terminal at McInroy’s Point to Cloch Point,
a relatively regular stretch of coast which is fronted by the A770. The lighthouse at Cloch
Point marks the abrupt turning point of the Firth. Houses and flats at this western outskirts of
Gourock, peter out on the landward side.
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3.18.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Gourock to Cloch Point

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Cloch Point marks a pivot point in the Firth of Clyde, where the Upper Firth turns
abruptly inland towards the River Clyde and Glasgow. Loch Long, Holy Loch and
the Upper Firth radiate out to form a more extensive seascape than would appear
from looking at the map, although in reality the channels are relatively narrow, with
only 3 km between Cloch Point and Dunoon on the opposite shore.
This is a busy stretch of sea, with frequent container ships entering and leaving
the Inner Firth, as well as MOD and fishing vessels. Sailing boats head out to the
Outer Firth or into the shelter of Holy Loch or one of the marinas off the Inner
Clyde. The frequent ferries ply between Gourock/McInroy’s Point and Dunoon.
The larger ships act as scale reference points, so that the narrow extent of the
channels becomes clear.
The coast is a regular stretch of narrow shingle shore fragmented by occasional
more rocky outcrops. The slight peninsulas of McInroy’s Point and Cloch Point are
reinforced by the presence of the ferry terminal and the lighthouse respectively.
The coast backs onto rough grassland, with some scrub and naturally
regenerating trees. The lit A770 is adjacent to the coast.
Immediately to the land ward side of the road, there are a series of small level
scrubby fields tucked against a steep wooded raised beach which curves close to
the coast at the lighthouse to form a prominent ridge. Towards Gourock, the level
platform has been built upon. Above the wooded slope, larger buildings associated
with Faulds Park, and the elevated Levan Castle, are visible from the sea.
Settlement on occupies level land between the steep, wooded raised beach and
A770 and extends up the hillside in tiers above the raised beach. The
development is a mixture of bungalows, semi-detached houses and flats. Despite
its important location as the gateway to Gourock, some more recent development
on the western outskirts is drab and spare. There is some derelict land. There is a
caravan park, hidden largely be trees, above the raised beach behind the
lighthouse. The A770 extends alongside the coast. A wide cycleway and footpath
extends from Gourock to the lighthouse on the seaward side of the road.
Cloch lighthouse is a striking landmark feature, the tower rising eighty feet above
the cluster of houses and outbuildings at its foot. It is revealed suddenly,
especially on approach from the east, but is also widely visible across the Firth
and from Dunoon.
This coast is semi-urban in character. There is no experience of isolated coast.

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

While not an aesthetic quality, the rapid transition from urban to rural character,
leading then quickly onto the secluded but accessible Lunderston Bay, is an
important feature of this coast.
There are fine panoramic views across the Firth, up Holy Loch and Loch Long to
the backdrop of the Cowal hills from the coastal road, although in summer views
can be screened by coastal woodland. The westerly views can be back-dropped
by dramatic sunsets. There are views to the lighthouse from the sea, including
from recreation yacht users and from the ferries.
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3.18.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Gourock to Cloch Point
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The high visibility, from land and sea increases sensitivity to off shore structures
in this location, which is a ‘pivot’ point between the Inner Firth and the Lower
Firth which is criss-crossed by marine traffic. Tall structures would also ‘crowd’
this space and obscure fine views across the Firth to the lochs and higher hills.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

There is potential to extend the settlement west and retain the same relationship
with the coast. The key sensitivities here are the need to maintain a generous
setting for the lighthouse, to respect the sense of arrival to Gourock from the
more secluded coast west of Cloch Point and to create high quality design. The
quality, scale, proportions and coherence of built structures are therefore very
important in creating and maintaining a high quality and unified identity for the
town. Settlement should not extend beyond the flat fields which peter out before
they reach Cloch Point.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There is no scope for additional coastal infrastructure, such as jetties, although
there may be potential to upgrade the ferry terminal if required. Any additional
buildings should maintain a ‘domestic’ scale in terms of architectural massing.

Low sensitivity
Land management

3.18.3

Changes in land management on the hinterland will have little effect on the
coast. Tall structures will impact on the setting of the lighthouse when viewed
from the sea.

Gourock to Cloch Point: Opportunities and guidance
• Rigorously maintain the setting of the lighthouse, which is a key feature from
both land and sea, and indeed a strategic landmark feature within the Inner
and Upper Firth.
• Development should be discouraged between the A770 and the coast.
• Tall buildings and infrastructure should be resisted on this stretch of coast.
• Any further settlement extension should be limited to the level fields, tucked
back towards the steep slope of the raised beach.
• Any new development should be of high quality, and aim to improve the
quality of the built environment at this gateway to Gourock.
• Any development should take into account the sense of arrival to (and exit
from) Gourock and not diminish the rural character which is dramatically
revealed when heading west to the lighthouse and beyond.
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3.18.4

Gourock to Cloch Point: Photographs

The light house at Cloch Point is a landmark feature

The shoreline here is a narrow strip of shingle beach
revealed at low tide

The sea defences support the pavement and road
adjacent to some of the housing which marks the
approach to Gourock

The pavement, which leads naturally from Gourock and
McInroy’s Point, here heads towards the lighthouse and
the wooded spur of raised beach which marks the
transition from Gourock to the more rural character of the
next stretch of coast
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